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The woman in the attached pictures throughout this document is collaborating with me in the research of an unidentified object that suddenly appeared beneath the skin of her arm as a child.. All these advances have made it much easier for providers to scale and manage
their own infrastructure and thus provide SaaS solutions.. It falls under the umbrella of the larger category of cloud computing, although many people view the terms as synonymous.. Many years passed As an adult, Natalie once again sought out the opinion of a doctor..
Natalie always had a suspicious feeling about this bump The shock in her childhood of waking from a sudden jolt in her arm was just one aspect.

While this topic is hugely complex and psychologically profound, my hope is to find scientific evidence offering tangible proof of an alien presence amongst us.. This is where my involvement with Natalie’s implant begins I am a two-time Emmy Award winning television
Director researching and shooting a new television series about the alien presence amongst us and the human challenge of the abduction and implant phenomenon.. We recently had it surgically removed on camera My goal is to find out what it is made of; what it might be;
and what unusual or possibly strange characteristics it exhibits.. There are a few major characteristics that apply to most SaaS vendors: • Updates are applied automatically without customer intervention • The service is purchased on a subscription basis • No hardware is
required to be installed by the customer SaaS is also known as hosted software or on-demand software.. There is no doubt in my mind that this subject transcends the 3-dimensions we can know through our five senses.

Software as a service (SaaS) is a model for the distribution of software where customers access software over the Internet.. SaaS is used in a number of common business areas, including customer relationship management (CRM), document management, accounting,
human resource (HR) management, service desk management, content management and collaboration.. SaaS is a natural evolution of software The old model of getting physical DVDs and installing on local servers was the only realistic solution for many years.. I met
Natalie at a conference exploring topics about intelligently controlled aerial craft that cannot be identified, as well as topics exploring the possible visitation by alien races to our planet.. SaaS is closely related to platform as a service (PaaS) and infrastructure as a service
(IaaS).

In fact, the client-server model is still required for many scenarios That said, in recent years a number of developments have allowed SaaS to become mainstream.. There are literally thousands of SaaS vendors, but Salesforce com is perhaps the best known example, as it is
one of the first vendors to significantly disrupt a traditional software vertical.. In the morning she felt something under her skin She showed the inflicted area to her mother but there was no visible entry wound, though a little bump could be felt beneath the upper part of
her right arm.

Other major factors include the evolution of both virtualization and tools in big data.. One factor is bandwidth; the internet is simply faster than it was a decade ago.. In the days that followed, her pediatrician examined the bump but as there was no pain or ongoing sense of
irritation, it was left alone to be observed over time.. Ongoing expenses also include third-party service provider fees, such as EPCglobal's sales-based subscription fee—$75,000 for companies with annual sales of $1 billion to $10 billion—and the Uniform Code Council's
e-commerce provider UCCNet—$40,000 for companies with annual sales of $1 billion to $3 billion.. ” For 24-years, the hard, capsule-like object never changed shape or size It remained unobvious, beneath the skin, unless pinched to the surface — about 6 inches down
from the top of her shoulder on the upper bicep just below the deltoid, in line with the inner part of the elbow.. Equally of interest, Natalie’s father was a civilian contractor leading a Top Secret military project during her childhood.. There was a flash of light, and a sharp,
sudden pain She was frightened She described being almost paralyzed, as if she couldn’t move.. The outstanding characteristic of this 24-year old implant is that it manifested magnetic properties. e10c415e6f 
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